
Strong evidence from EPUAP supports the fact that an 
individual has to be repositioned with greater frequency 
on a non-pressure redistributing mattress than on a 
viscoelastic foam mattress. 
The MediForm can reduce the amount of pressure 
your patient is exposed to along with reducing the 
need for frequent repositioning of your patient due to 
its superior levels of temperature sensitive viscoelastic 
foam.

The MediForm provides a very high level of comfort as 
the foam conforms to body shape. This feature almost 
doubles the surface area contact reducing pressure 
especially in areas more susceptible to the risk of 
developing a pressure ulcer.
The MediForm cover is multi-stretch polyurethane, 
which positively helps to reduce shear and friction 
forces. The cover has welded seams and a full-length 
welded zip flap.
The cover also dissipates heat and moisture away from 
the patient.

RISK High Risk

WATERLOW SCALE 20

FOAM WARRANTY  
COVER WARRANTY

5 Years 
5 Years

WEIGHT LIMIT 30 stone / 190 kg

DIMENSIONS 197cm x 88cm x 15.2cm
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Features Benefits
Viscoelastic foam The MediForm provides a very high level of comfort as the visco foam conforms to body shape, 

reducing pressure and the risk of developing pressure ulcers

Risk Category Suitable for patients at high risk of developing pressure ulcers (Waterlow 20)

Cover The cover is multi-stretch polyurethane, which helps to reduce shear and friction force and 
dissipates heat and moisture to help prevent skin maceration

Cleaning The cover is 10,000 ppm chlorine resistant and fully detachable for thorough cleaning and easy 
audit of the mattress

Welded Seams Fully welded seams, zip and full-length zip flap prevents any fluid ingress

Mattress Construction Durable and strong side walls assist patient transfers and prolongs the lifespan of the mattress

Made in Ireland The MediForm mattress is made in Ireland

MediForm Cushion The MediForm is also available as a cushion in a large choice of sizes

Custom sizes The MediForm can be made to any size to fit single, double, 4ft 6” and dual sleeping surface 
beds
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